LEVEL REPORT

Square Feature 18/512 Level __________ Site 18CN272

Date Started 7-15-88 Date Finished 7-15-88

SW S SE E NE N NW W

Closing depth ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

Opening depth ______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______

Screened No Screen mesh size __________

Excavated by: Supervisor C Nash
Crew " "

Features present or indicated:

Plowscrap

Nature of soil highly irregular prominence

Samples Taken:  Carbon ______ Flotation ______ Pollen ______ Soil ______

Other ______

Material recovered: none

Draw floor (over) ______

Remarks: poss. feature when trench was traveled; but profile shows it to be plowscrap—very shallow—

Profile drawn: S ______ E ______ N ______ W ______

Does it match? ______ Additional drawings ______

Recorded by C Nash Profiles drawn by ______

Measurements taken by C Nash Floor drawn by ______

Photographic record: no

Photographer's remarks:

Supervisor's approval C Nash